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BUFFALO:  CITY OF SOME ILLUSIONS – This was one of the original “artist’s renderings” that the City 

of Buffalo was presented by the casino owners (Seneca Gaming Corp.) to show what the owners 

would bring to Buffalo.  Thousands of new jobs and outside money were promised.  We at CBB did 

not believe it, but the City elected officials who voted to give the SGC Fulton Street clearly did.
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UNKEPT PROMISES – This artist’s rendering shows a 20+ story hotel – designed, so the SGC said – to 

attract out-of-town tourists and new money and new jobs.  The agreement with the City refers to 

over  1,000 new jobs.
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FOOTPRINT PROMISED – This artist’s rendering shows a “campus” for the glitzy casino the SGC

claimed they would build in the City.  The campus includes a creek (reflecting “Buffalo Creek”) and a 

bridge over it – reasons the SGC said they needed the City to give them Fulton Street.
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CURRENT FOOTPRINT – AGAIN, JUST PROMISED – This artist’s rendering shows lots of surface lots 

and cement and no creek.   This is the SGC’s current promise.  Jobs envisioned?  We think maybe 160 

additional jobs.
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AS GOOD AS IT GETS- This artist’s rendering is the SGC’s current “best view” of the still only promised 

casino – dominated by concrete surface lots.
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REALITY – The current casino in downtown Buffalo.  What Buffalonians have lived with for over 5 

years.   We think about 66 jobs.  And in one of the poorest neighborhoods in the State – the worst 

kind of a casino that can be built, preying on the poorest among us.   Note the SGC has never sought 

City approval for its constant downsizing and changing of plans.  The City appears to have no say.  The 

SGC believes it can do what it wants on what it calls its “sovereign territory,” and the City lets it.   A 

successful conclusion to the CBB lawsuit would stop all this preying on the City.
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IT STILL STINKS.  CBB did not believe the hype; nor did some Common Council members.  But hype or 

not, a casino still takes money out of the community.  A smaller casino less, but it still negatively 

affects development.   If CBB does not win the lawsuit and the land is considered “sovereign,” what is 

next?  Tax free, casino-subsidized businesses that underprice existing city businesses and perhaps 

drive them out of business.  
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REAL DEVELOPMENT.  Here’s an example:  The Webster Block - the Sabres-related  proposed development 

which, unlike the casino, generates tax revenue that reduces the tax burden on all citizens of Buffalo. 
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And it connects to Canalside.  Not empty promises.
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Canalside Summer activity – does this family-oriented strategic plan fit with a casino?
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Canalside Winter activity.
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Canalside crowds – will these anticipated crowds exist if a casino is nearby?
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Phillips Lytle office building – what business wants its employees gambling on their lunch hour in the 

nearby casino, which statistics show they will do?
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Larkinville – positive development that could be negatively affected by the casino
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Family activity at Larkinville
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Silo City – historic preservation, which the casino owners have trampled over and show they will 

simply destroy existing buildings.
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Silo City – host to National Preservationists last year.
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Buffalo Scholastic Rowing Association Boathouse – do college athletics fit with a nearby casino?
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Buffalo Pierce-Arrow Transportation Museum – family activities and new venues planned for 

conventions and parties.  How will it compete with a casino that offers “free” and subsidized venues , 

food, drink (and smoking)? 20



Buffalo River development – the blank space in the middle is, unfortunately at present, a casino that 

negatively affects everything positive here.
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Parks within a half- and one-mile radius of Silo City.  The casino is in there too.  How do parks and 

family activities thrive with a casino nearby?
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Positive development all over downtown Buffalo – but poisoned by a casino in its midst.
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Niagara Falls’ “Forgotten Neighborhood” – what neighborhoods around a casino look like – even 

many years after the start of a “successful” casino.
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More photos of shuttered businesses next to the Niagara Falls (US) casino
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What happens to property in the shadow of a casino
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For those who think a smaller, urban casino won’t have the effect shown in Niagara Falls in the 

previous slides, here’s the effect in the shadow of Detroit’s “smaller, urban” casino.
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